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Automatic cooler and chiller coil cleaner. COILEX is an automatic rinse formula for air conditioners, utilizing natural condensation

action on chiller coils, to flush away efficiency robbing particles such as soil, grease, lint, and tobacco film accumulations.

AREAS OF APPLICATION:

COILEX is widely used as a cooling coil cleaner and self emulsifying filter adhesive for cooling coils, in wall units and remote

cooling units in ceilings as well as refrigeration chiller coils.

USE DIRECTIONS:

FOR CLEANING PERMANENT TYPE FILTERS - Dilute 1 part COILEX with 3 parts water.

Place in dip tank.  Rinse with plain water.

FOR USE AS Filter Adhesive - Spray full strength onto filter.

FOR CLEANING AIR CONDITIONER COILS - Dilute 1 part COILEX with 3 parts water. Turn unit off. Spray directly onto fin coils.

Then turn unit on.  Normal condensation during cycle will carry COILEX  and  dissolved  soils  into condensation pan.  If quicker

cleaning is preferred, allow 5 minutes penetration,  then thoroughly rinse COILEX off coil.

SPECIAL FEATURES

"NO RINSE"  FEATURE SAVES COSTLY LABOUR - Allow in place cleaning of chiller coil.  COILEX cannot form solid or

crystalline deposits.

CONTROLS  FILTER ODOURS - COILEX's pleasant  fragrance  helps  control odours commonly associated with air conditioning

filters while removing rancid oily deposits.

VERSATILE - COILEX has 3 way action:

cleans  coils,  permanent  filters, works as filter adhesive.

SAFE - INHIBITS CORROSION - Preserves filters and metal frames by inhibit ing corrosion and providing an invisible coating that

increases the efficiency of the filter.  Will not harm aluminium, copper, steel, plas tics normally found in air conditioning equipment.

COILEX is non-toxic - safe even in food processing areas.

POWERFUL PENETRATING ACTION - Gives highly effective detergency without agitation.

LEAVES  NO RESIDUE - Non-drying COILEX leaves no residue to cut coil efficiency. Completely  water soluble.
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